Abstract. The clausal logical consequences of a formula are called its implicates. The generation of these implicates has several applications, such as the identification of missing hypotheses in a logical specification. We present a procedure that generates the implicates of a quantifierfree formula modulo a theory. No assumption is made on the considered theory, other than the existence of a decision procedure. The algorithm has been implemented (using the solvers MiniSAT, CVC4 and Z3) and experimental results show evidence of the practical relevance of the proposed approach.
Introduction
We present a novel approach based on the usage of a generic SMT solver as a black box to generate ground implicates of a formula modulo a theory. Formally, the implicates of a formula φ modulo a theory T are the ground clauses C such that every model of T that satisfies φ also satisfies C; in other words, these are the clausal T -consequences of φ. The problem of generating such implicates (up to logical entailment) is of great practical relevance, since for any implicate n i=1 l i , the formula n i=1 ¬l i ∧ φ is T -unsatisfiable. The set {¬l i | i ∈ [1, n]} can thus be viewed as a set of hypotheses under which φ is T -unsatisfiable or, dually, ¬φ is provable. This means that generating implicates can permit to identify missing hypothesis in a theorem, such as omitted lemmata or side conditions. Such hypotheses are useful to correct mistakes in specifications, but also to quickly spot why a given statement is not provable. They can be far more informative than counter-examples in this respect, since the latter are hard to analyze and can be clouded with superfluous information.
Consider for example the simple program over an array defined in Algorithm 1. It turns out that the postcondition of the program is not verified. This can be evidenced by translating the preconditions, the algorithm and the negation of the post-condition into a conjunction of logical formulas, and using an SMT solver to construct a model for this conjunction; this model can then be analyzed to determine what precondition is missing. The obtained model, however, will generally contain a hard to read array definition, and the missing precondition will not be explicitly returned. For instance, the model returned by the Z3 SMT solver [6] is (using our notations):
arXiv:1807.04557v1 [cs.LO] 12 Jul 2018 Implicate generation on the other hand permits to identify the missing precondition in a more efficient manner. The first step consists in selecting the literals that can be used to generate potential explanations; these are called abducible literals. In this example, the natural literals to consider are all the (negations of) equalities and inequalities constructed using constants a and b, along with additional predefined constants such as 0 and 1. The second step simply consists in invoking our system, GPiD, to generate the potential missing preconditions. For this example, GPiD plugged with Z3 generates the missing precondition a = b in less than 0.2 seconds. If abducible literals can be constructed using also the function symbol T , then our tool generates the other potential precondition T [b − 1] ≥ 0 in the same amount of time.
In previous work [8, 9, 10, 12] , we devised refinements of the superposition calculus specially tuned to derive such implicates for quantifier-free formula modulo equality with uninterpreted function symbols. We proved the soundness and deductive-completeness of the obtained procedures, i.e., we showed that the procedure derives all implicates up to redundancy. In the present work, we investigate a different approach. We provide a generic algorithm for generating such implicates, relying only on the existence of a decision procedure for the underlying theory, possibly augmented with counter-example generation capabilities to further restrict the search space. The main advantage of this approach is that it is possible to use efficient SMT solvers as black boxes, instead of having to develop specific systems for the purpose of implicate generation. Our method is based on decomposition, in the spirit of the DPLL approach. The generated implicates are constructed on a given set of candidate literals, called abducible literals, which is assumed to be fixed before the beginning of the search, e.g., by a human user. As far as flexibility is concerned, the algorithm also permits to only generate implicates satisfying so-called ⊆-closed predicates without any post-processing step. We show that the algorithm is sound and complete, and we provide experimental results showing that the obtained system is much more efficient than the previous one based on superposition. We also devise generic approaches to store sets of implicates efficiently, while removing implicates that are redundant modulo the considered theory. Again, the proposed procedure relies only on the possibility of deciding validity in the underlying theory.
Related work. The implicate generation problem has been thoroughfully investigated in the context of propositional logic (see for instance [19] ). Earlier approaches are based mainly on refinements of the Resolution rule [15, 16, 26, 30] , and they focus on the definition of efficient strategies to generate saturated clause sets and of compact data structures for storing the generated sets of implicates [5, 14, 23, 29] . Other approaches use decomposition-based methods, in the style of the DPLL procedure, for generating trie-based representations of sets of prime implicates [20, 21] . Recently [25] , a new approach that outperforms previous algorithms has been proposed, based on max-satisfiability solving and problem reformulation. Our algorithm can be used for propositional implicate generation but it is not competitive with this new approach. Our aim with this work was rather to extend the scope of implicate generation to more expressive logics. Indeed, there have been only very few approaches dealing with logics other than propositional. Some extensions have been considered in modal logics [3, 4] , and algorithms have been proposed for first-order formulas, based on first-order resolution [17, 18] or tableaux [22, 24] . However, none of these approaches is capable of handling equality efficiently. More recently, algorithms were devised to generate sets of implicants of formulas interpreted in decidable theories [7] , by combining quantifier-elimination for discarding useless variables, with model building to construct sufficient conditions for satisfiability.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, basic definitions and notations are introduced. Section 3 contains the definition of the algorithm for generating implicates, starting with a straightforward, naive algorithm and refining it to make it more efficient. In Section 4 data-structures and algorithms are presented to store implicates efficiently modulo redundancy. Section 5 contains the description of the implementation and experimental results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminary notions
Ground terms and non-quantified formulas are built inductively as usual on a sorted signature Σ. The notions of validity, models, satisfiability, etc. are defined as usual. The set of literals built on Σ is denoted by L. Let T be a theory. A set of formulas S is T -satisfiable if there exists an interpretation I such that I |= S and I |= T . We assume that the T -satisfiability problem is decidable, i.e., that there exists an SMT solver that, given a formula φ with no quantifier, can decide whether φ is T -satisfiable.
We consider clauses as unordered disjunctions of literals with no repetition. Thus, when we write C ∨ D, we implicitly assume that C and D share no literal. We also identify unit clauses with the literal they contain. For every literal l, l denotes the literal complementary of l. The empty clause is denoted by false. If Q = {l 1 , . . . , l n } is a set of literals, then we denote by Q the clause l 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l n . Conversely, given a clause C = l 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l n , we denote by C the set of literals (or unit clauses) l 1 , . . . , l n .
We consider a finite set of abducible literals A. We assume that each of these literals is T -satisfiable. Given a set of clauses S, we call a clause C a (T , A)-implicate of S if C ⊆ A and S |= T C. We say that C is a prime (T , A)-implicate of S if C is a (T , A)-implicate of S and for every (
The set of (T , A)-implicates of S is denoted by I A (S), and the set of prime (T , A)-implicates of S is denoted by P A (S).
Given a set of clauses S and a clause C, we write S T C if there is a clause D ∈ S such that D |= T C. If S is a set of clauses, then we write S T S if for all C ∈ S , we have S T C. We write S ∼ S if S T S and S T S (i.e., S and S are identical modulo T -equivalence). Proposition 1. Let l be a literal and let C, D be clauses. The following statements hold:
We assume an order ≺ is given on clauses built on A that agrees with inclusion, i.e., such that C D ⇒ C ≺ D.
Definition 2. A T -tautology is a clause that is satisfied by every model of T . Given a set of clauses S, we denote by SubMin(S) the set obtained by deleting from S all clauses D such that either D is a T -tautology, or there exists
Note that in particular, we have P A (S) ∼ SubMin(I A (S)).
3 On the generation of prime (T , A)-implicates
A basic algorithm
We present a simple and intuitive algorithm that permits to generate the (T , A)-implicates of a set of formulas S. This algorithm is based on the fact that a clause C is a (T , A)-implicate of S if and only if C ⊆ A and S ∪ C |= T false. It will thus basically consist in enumerating the subsets of A and searching for those whose union with S is T -unsatisfiable. This may be done by starting with an empty set of hypotheses M and repeatedly and nondeterministically adding new abductible literals to M until S ∪ M is T -unsatisfiable. This algorithm is naive, as the same clauses will be produced multiple times, but it forms the basis of the more efficient algorithm in Section 3.2.
Definition 3. Let S be a set of formulas. Let M, A be sets of literals such that M ∪ A ⊆ A. We define
Intuitively, a clause M ∨ Q thus belongs to I M,A (S) if and only if Q is a (T , A)-implicate of S ∪ M . Proposition 4. Let S be a set of formulas, M and A be sets of literals such that
If M is T -unsatisfiable, then any clause containing M is a T -tautology. Consequently, all clauses in I M,A (S) are T -tautologies, and P M,A (S) is empty.
Proposition 5. Let S be a set of formulas and
It is clear that it is useless to add a new hypothesis l into M both if M ∪{l} is T -unsatisfiable (because the obtained (T , A)-implicate would be a T -tautology), or if this set is equivalent to M (because the (T , A)-implicate would not be minimal). This motivates the following definition: Definition 6. Let S be a set of formulas and let M, A be two sets of literals. We denote by fix(S, M, A) a set obtained by deleting from A some literals l such that either
The use of this definition aims to reduce the number of abducible hypotheses to try, and thus the search space of the algorithm. Still, we do not assume that all the literals l satisfying the condition above are deleted because, in practice, such literals may be hard to detect. However, we assume that no element from M is in fix(S, M, A).
Proposition 7. Consider a set of formulas S and two sets of literals M, A such that P M,A (S) = M . The following equalities hold:
By hypothesis, C is of the form M ∨ Q, where Q ⊆ A and M ∩ Q = ∅. Since P M,A (S) = M , necessarily C = M and Q = ∅. Let l ∈ Q and m = l. We have C = M ∨ m ∨ Q , with Q = Q \ {l}, and since l ∈ A, C ∈ I M ∪{l},A (S). Conversely, if C ∈ I M ∪{l},A (S) with l ∈ A, then C ∈ I A (S) and
is of the form M ∨Q, then Q cannot contain m: indeed, in the former case m could be removed from S ∪C while preserving equivalence, hence the implicate would not be minimal, and in the later case C would be a T -tautology.
The results above lead to a basic algorithm for generating (T , A)-implicates which is described in Algorithm 2. As explained above, the algorithm works by adding literals from A as hypotheses until a contradiction can be derived. The return statement at Line 5 avoids enumerating the subsets that contain M , once it is known that S ∪ M is T -unsatisfiable.
Proof. The result is proved by a straightforward induction on card(A \ M ). By Proposition 4,
Otherwise, by Proposition 7(2), we have P M,A (S) = P M,fix(S,M,A) (S) = P M,B (S). By the induction hypothesis, for each l ∈ A, P l = P M ∪{l},B (S), and by Proposition 7(1), P l = P M ∪{l},A (S); we deduce that P M,A (S) = SubMin( l∈A P l ). Note that at each recursive call, a new element is added to M , since fix(S, M, A) is assumed not to contain any element from M .
Theorem 9.
If S is a set of formulas then P A (S) = bp(S, ∅, A).
Although the algorithm described above computes all the prime (T , A)-implicates of any clause set as required, it is very inefficient, in particular because of the large number of useless and redundant recursive calls that are made. In what follows we present several improvements to the algorithm in order to generate implicates as efficiently as possible.
Restricting the set of candidate hypotheses
It is obvious that the algorithm bp makes a lot of redundant calls: for example, if l 1 ∨ l 2 is a prime (T , A)-implicate of a clause set S, then this (T , A)-implicate will be generated twice, first as l 1 ∨l 2 , and then as l 2 ∨l 1 . Such redundant calls are quite straightforward to avoid by ensuring that every invocation of the algorithm contains a distinct set of literals M . This can be done by fixing an ordering < among literals in A, and by assuming that hypotheses are always added in this order. Another way of restricting the set of candidate hypotheses is to exploit information extracted from the previous satisfiability test. For example, if S∪{l 1 } is satisfiable for some literal l 1 , and that a model of this set satisfies another literal l 2 , then S ∪ {l 2 } is also satisfiable and it is not necessary to consider l 2 as a hypothesis. In particular, if a model of S ∪ {l 1 } validates all the literals in A, then P M,A (S) is necessarily empty and no literal should be selected. We can thus take advantage of the existence of a model of S ∪ M in order to guide the choice of the next literals in A. However, observe that this refinement interferes with the previous one based on the order <. Indeed, non-minimal hypotheses will have to be considered if all the smaller hypotheses are dismissed because they are true in the model. We formalize these principles below.
Definition 10.
In what follows, we consider a total ordering 1 < on the elements of A. For A ⊆ A and l ∈ A, we define A[l] def = {l ∈ A | l < l }. If I is a set of literals then we denote by
Example 11. Assume that A = {p i , ¬p i | i = 1, . . . , 6} and that for all literals l ∈ {p i , ¬p i } and l ∈ {p j , ¬p j }, l < l if and only if either i < j or (i = j, l = p i and l
Definition 12. Let S be a set of clauses. A set of literals I is S-compatible with respect to A (or simply S-compatible) if every prime (T , A)-implicate of S contains a literal l such that l ∈ I.
Intuitively, an S-compatible set I consists of literals l such that l will be allowed to be added as a hypothesis to generate (T , A)-implicates of S (see Lemma 18 below). The set I can always be defined by taking the negations of all the abducible literals from A. In this case, all literals will remain possible hypotheses. It is possible, however, to restrict the size of I when a model of S is known, as evidenced by the following proposition:
Proposition 13. If S is a set of clauses and J is a model of S, then the set I def = {l ∈ L | J |= l} is S-compatible.
Proof. Let Q be a set of literals such that Q is a prime (T , A)-implicate of S, and assume that for all l ∈ Q, l ∈ I, i.e., that for all l ∈ Q, J |= l. Then J |= l holds for every l ∈ Q, hence J |= S ∪ Q and Q cannot be a (T , A)-implicate of S.
Note that the condition of having a model of S was not added to Definition 12 because in practice, such a model cannot always be constructed efficiently.
Being able to derive unit consequences of the set of axioms (for instance by using unit propagation), can pay off if this additional information can be used to simplify the formula at hand. This motivates the following definition. Definition 14. Let S be a set of formulas and M ⊆ A. We denote by U M (S) the set of unit clauses logically entailed by
Note that U is not necessarily identical to U M (S), because in practice the latter set is hard to generate. Similarly we do not assume that all literals l are replaced in Definition 14 since testing logical entailment may be costly. Lemma 16 shows that the (T , A)-implicates of a set S and those of S U,M are identical. The proof uses the following proposition. 
Lemma 16. Let S be a set of formulas and M ⊆ A. Consider a set of literals
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 5 and 15.
Definition 17. Let U, M, A be sets of literals. We define:
The lemma below can be viewed as a refinement of Proposition 7. It is based on the previous results, according to which, when adding a new hypothesis l, it is possible to remove from the set of abducible literals A every literal that is strictly smaller than l, provided its complementary is in I (because we can always assume that the smallest available hypothesis is considered first). This is why the recursive call is on A I [l] instead of A. Note also that the use of semantic guidance interferes with the use of the ordering <: the smaller the set I, the larger
Lemma 18. Assume that S ∪ M is T -satisfiable and let I be an (S ∪ M )-compatible set of literals. Let U be a set of literals such that M ⊆ U ⊆ U M (S). We have
By hypothesis, C is of the form M ∨ Q, where ∅ = Q ⊆ A. Since I is (S ∪ M )-compatible, Q necessarily contains a literal l ∈ A such that l ∈ I. Assume that l is the smallest literal in Q satisfying this property. We distinguish the following cases.
Assume that Q contains a literal l such that l ∈ U . In this case, since U ⊆ U M (S), S∪M |= T l . Since Q ⊆ A, we also have l ∈ A, and since P M,A (S) = M , we deduce that M ∨ l ∈ P M,A (S). Since M ∨ l |= T C and C ∈ P M,A (S), C must be smaller or equal to M ∨ l , which is possible only if
. By Definition 10, we have
. If l > l, then since > is total and l = l , necessarily l > l . Since l is the smallest literal in Q such that l ∈ I, we deduce that l ∈ I. Thus l < l and l ∈ I, which entails that l ∈ A
We now prove that G U,A,M (S) ∪ l∈B,l∈I P M ∪{l},
Similarly to cSP (see [12, Sect. 4 .2]), we parameterize our algorithm by a predicate in order to filter the implicates that are generated. The goal of this parametrization is to allow the user to restrict the form of the generated implicates. Typically, one could want to generate implicates only up to a given size limit, or only those satisfying some specific semantic constraints.
Definition 19.
A predicate P on sets of literals is ⊆-closed if for all sets of literals A such that P(A) holds, if B ⊆ A then P(B) also holds.
Examples of ⊆-closed predicates include cardinality constraints:
where φ is a formula. Note that ⊆-closed predicates can safely be combined by the conjunction and disjunction operators.
An important feature of ⊆-closed predicates is that implicates verifying such predicates can be generated on the fly without any post-processing step, thanks to the following result:
Proposition 20. If P is ⊆-closed and P(M ) does not hold, then for all sets of literals A, P(M ∪ A) does not hold either.
The inclusion of these improvements to the original algorithm results in the one described in Algorithm 3.
Proof. If one of M or S ∪ M is T -unsatisfiable, or P(M ) does not hold, then the result follows from Propositions 4 and 20. Otherwise the result is proved by induction on card(A \ M ), using Proposition 7 and Lemmata 18 and 16.
Theorem 22. If P is ⊆-closed then P A (S) ∩ A A ∈ P = imp(S, ∅, A, P).
On the storage of (T , A)-implicates
The number of implicates of a given formula may be huge, hence it is essential in practice to have appropriate data structures to store them in a compact way and efficient algorithms to check that a newly generated implicate C is not redundant (forward subsumption modulo T ), and if so, to delete all the already generated implicates that are less general than C (backward subsumption modulo T ), before inserting C into the stored implicates. In this section, we devise a trielike data-structure to perform these tasks. As in the previous section, we only rely on the existence of a decision procedure for testing T -satisfiability.
Definition 23. Let < t be an order on the literals in A, possibly, but not necessarily, equal to the order < used for literal ordering in the implicate generation algorithm. An A-tree is inductively defined as ⊥ or a possibly empty set of pairs {l 1 : τ 1 , . . . , l n : τ n }, where l 1 , . . . , l n are pairwise distinct literals in A and τ i (for i = 1, . . . , n) is an A-tree only containing literals that are strictly < t -greater than l i . An A-tree is associated with a set of A-clauses inductively defined as follows:
In particular, S(∅) = ∅. Intuitively an A-tree may be seen as a tree in which the edges are labeled by literals and the leaves are labeled by ∅ or ⊥, and represents a set of clauses corresponding to paths from the root to ⊥. We introduce the following simplification rule (which may be applied at any depth inside a tree, not only at the root level):
Informally, the rule deletes all leaves labeled by ∅ except for the root. It may be applied recursively, for instance {l : {l 1 : ∅, . . . , l n : ∅}} → n+1 Simp ∅. Termination is immediate since the size of the tree is strictly decreasing.
Proposition 24. If τ → Simp τ then τ is an A-tree and S(τ ) = S(τ ).
The algorithm permitting the insertion of a clause in an A-tree is straightforward and thus omitted. The following lemma provides a simple algorithm to check whether a clause is a logical consequence modulo T of some clause in S(τ ) (forward subsumption). The algorithm proceeds by induction on the A-tree.
Lemma 25. Let C be a clause and let τ be an A-tree. We have S(τ ) T C iff one of the following conditions hold:
. . , l n : τ n } and there exists i ∈ [1, n] such that l i |= T C and S(τ i ) T C.
Proof. If τ = ⊥ then S(τ ) = {false} T C hence the equivalence holds. Otherwise, let τ = {l 1 :
, the previously property holds iff there exists i ∈ [1, n] and E ∈ S(τ i ) such that l i ∨ E |= T C, i.e., such that l i |= T C and E |= T C by Proposition 1 (1) . By definition,
The following definition provides an algorithm to remove, in a given A-tree, all branches corresponding to clauses that are logical consequences of a given formula modulo T (backward subsumption).
Definition 26. Let φ be a formula and let τ be an A-tree. rm(τ, φ) denotes the A-tree defined as follows:
Intuitively, starting with some clause C, the algorithm incrementally adds literals l 1 , . . . , l n occurring in the clauses D = l 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l n ∈ S(τ ) and invokes the SMT solver after each addition. If a contradiction is found then this means that C |= T D, hence the branch corresponding to D can be removed. The calls are shared among all common prefixes. Of course, this algorithm is interesting mainly if the SMT solver is able to perform incremental satisfiability testing, with "push" and "pop" commands to add and remove formulas from the set of axioms (which is usually the case).
Lemma 27. Let φ be a formula and let τ be an A-tree. Then rm(τ, φ) is an A-tree, and S(rm(τ, φ)) = {C ∈ S(τ ) | φ |= T C}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on τ . We also prove that all literals in rm(τ, φ) also occur in τ . We distinguish several cases.
-If φ is T -unsatisfiable, then φ |= T C, for every C ∈ S(τ ). Consequently,
is an A-tree and S(rm(τ, φ)) = ∅. Therefore, the result holds. Note that rm(τ, φ)
contains no literal at all. -If φ is T -satisfiable and τ = ⊥, then S(τ ) = {false} and φ T false, thus
is an A-tree and the equality holds. As in the previous case, rm(τ, φ) contains no literal. -Now assume φ is T -satisfiable and τ = {l 1 : τ 1 , . . . , l n : τ n }, where l 1 , . . . , l n are pairwise distinct, and all literals in τ i are strictly greater than l i . Then
By Proposition 1(2), we deduce that
By the induction hypothesis, rm(τ i , φ ∧ l i ) is an A-tree and S(rm(τ i , φ ∧ l i )) = {D ∈ S(τ i ) | φ ∧ l i |= D}, thus:
. . , l n are pairwise distinct and all literals in S(τ i ) also occur in τ i , thus are greater than l i . Hence this entails that rm(τ, φ) is an A-tree, and
By definition, the literals in rm(τ, φ) occur either in l 1 , . . . , l n or rm(τ i , φ ∧ l) (hence τ i ), thus must occur in τ .
Remark 28. The A-trees may be represented as dags instead of trees. In this case, it is clear that the complexity, defined as the number of satisfiability tests of forward subsumption (as defined in Lemma 25) is of the same order as the size of the dag, since the recursive calls only depend on the considered subtree. For backward subsumption (see Definition 26) the situation is different since the recursive calls have an additional parameter that is the formula φ, which depends on the path in the A-tree. The maximal number of satisfiability tests is therefore equal to the size of underlying tree, and not that of the dag. Note that it would be necessary to make copies of some of the subtrees, if two pruning operations are applied on the same (shared) subtree with different formulas.
Experimental evaluation
Algorithm 3 has been implemented in a C++ framework called GPiD. The SMT solver is used as a black box and GPiD can thus be plugged with any tool serving this purpose, provided an interface is written for it. As a consequence, the handled theory is only restricted by the SMT solver. Three interfaces were implemented, respectively for MiniSAT [13] , CVC4 [1] and Z3 [6] . The implicate generator used in the reported experiments is the one based on Z3, which turned out to be more efficient on the considered benchmarks. All the tests were run on one core of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4250U machine running at 1,9 GHz with 1 GiB of RAM. The benchmarks are extracted from the SMTLib [2] library, the considered theories are quantifier-free uninterpreted functions (QF UF) and quantifier-free linear integer arithmetic with uninterpreted functions (QF UFLIA). For obvious reasons, only satisfiable examples have been kept for analysis. Abducible literals are part of the problem input, they are generated by considering all ground equalities and disequalities with a maximal depth provided by the user; all the experiments were conducted using a maximal depth of 1 and the average number of abducible literals is around 13397 (min. 1741, max. 17.10 6 ). We chose not to apply unit propagation simplifications to the considered sets of clauses. More precisely, this means that we let U = M at line 5 of Algorithm 3 and delegate the simplifications that could occur in the following line to the satisfiability checker. The reason for this decision is that efficiently performing such simplifications can be difficult and strongly depends on the theory. We also define fix(, , ) as the complementation on literals and P as Table 1 : Number of problems for which at least one (T , A)-implicate of a given maximal size can be generated in a given amount of time (in seconds), for the QF UF SMTLib benchmark (2549 examples). Table 2 : Number of problems for which at least one (T , A)-implicate of a given maximal size can be generated in a given amount of time (in seconds), for the QF UFLIA SMTLib benchmark (400 examples).
either true or a predicate ensuring card(M ) ≤ n to generate (T , A)-implicates of size at most n. In all the experiments, the prime implicates filter (SubMin) was not active, so that implicates can be generated on the fly. Finally, if available, we recover models of S ∪ M from the SMT solver in order to further prune the set of abducibles (see Line 8 of Algorithm 3). Tables 1 and 2 show the number of examples for which our tool generates at least one (T , A)-implicate for a given timespan, for the QF UF and QF UFLIA benchmarks respectively. The results show that our tool is quite efficient, since it fails to generate any (T , A)-implicate within 35 seconds for only 2% (resp. 1%) of the QF UF (resp. QF UFLIA) benchmarks. Figure 1 shows the proportion of the QF UFLIA set for which GPiD generates an implicate in less than 15 seconds, depending on the maximal size constraint. For the QF UF benchmark, the proportion decreases from 97% for a maximal size constraint of 1 to 95% when there are no size restrictions. We also point out that for 57% of the QF UF benchmark, we are actually able to generate all the (T , A)-implicates of size 1 in less than 15 seconds. We ran additional experiments to compare this approach with a previous one based on a superpositionbased approach [11, 12] and implemented in the cSP tool. As far as we are aware, cSP is the only other available tool for implicate generation in the theory of equality with uninterpreted function symbols. Previous experiments (see, e.g., [11, 12] ) showed that cSP is already more efficient than approaches based on a reduction to propositional logic for generating implicates of ground equational formulas, which is why we did not run comparisons against tools for propositional implicate generation. cSP is based on a constrained calculus defined by the usual inference rules of the superposition calculus together with additional rules to dynamically assert new abducible hypotheses on demand into the search space. The asserted hypotheses are attached to the clauses as constraints and, when an empty clause is generated, the negation of these hypotheses yields a (T , A)-implicate. We chose to compare the tools by focusing on their ability to generate at least one (T , A)-implicate of a given size. Indeed, generating all (prime) (T , A)-implicates is unfeasible within a reasonable amount of time except for very simple formulas, and comparing the raw number of (T , A)-implicates generated is not relevant because some of these may actually be redundant w.r.t. non-generated ones 2 . We believe in practice, being able to efficiently compute a small number of (T , A)-implicates for a complex problem is more useful than computing huge sets of (T , A)-implicates but only for simple formulas. The following experiments are only based on benchmarks that can be solved by both prototypes, as cSP is not capable of handling integer arithmetics. We represented on Figure 2 the number of examples for which both tools can generate at least one (T , A)-implicate with a given maximal size constraint for various timeouts (a) and generate at least one (T , A)-implicate within a given time limit for various maximal size constraints (b). 
Conclusion
We devised a generic algorithm to generate implicates modulo theories and showed that the corresponding implementation is more efficient than a previous attempt based on superposition. This result was to be expected since the DPLL(T ) approach is more efficient than engines based on the Superposition Calculus for testing the satisfiability of quantifier-free formulas with a large combinatorial structure. Furthermore, the used superposition engine had to be specifically tuned for implicate generation, and it is far less efficient than stateof-the-art systems such as Vampire [27] , E [28] or Spass [31] (this is of course the advantage of having a generic algorithm using decision procedures as black boxes). While our aim was to be completely generic, it is clear than the efficiency of the procedure could be improved in practice by integrating theory-specific algorithms for deriving consequences and normalizing formulas. For instance, in the case of the theory of equality with uninterpreted function symbols, the implicates could be normalized by replacing each term by its minimal representative, as is done in [12] . Efficient, theory-dependent simplification procedures will also be explored in future work. A combination between the superposition-based approach [12] , in which the assertion of hypotheses is guided by the proof procedure could also be beneficial. Our approach could also be combined with that of [7] , which is based on model building and quantifier-elimination.
